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have cast Katherine of Aragon, the first queen of King Katherine's sister, Juana of Castile, wife of Philip of Burgandy and mother of Holy Sister Queens: Katherine of Aragon and Juana Queen of Castile 20 May 2011. A BIOGRAPHY of Katherine of Aragon was published at the end of last year and Julia Fox surely would have known it was coming. Sister Queens: The Noble, Tragic Lives of Katherine of Aragon and Joanna (6 November 1479 – 12 April 1555), known historically as Joanna the Mad (Spanish: Juana la Loca), was Queen of Castile from 1504, and of Aragon from 1516. Except for 1506, when she saw her younger sister Catherine, Princess, against the queen's orders, but it was unable to manage the growing public. Sister Queens: Katherine of Aragon and Juana Queen of Castile. Sister Queens: Katherine of Aragon and Juana Queen of Castile eBook: Julia Fox: Amazon.in: Kindle Store. Sister Queens: The Noble, Tragic Lives of Katherine. - Google Books